Agent PSIG

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – Voted to add Lars Toomre of Brass Rat Capital, and Zack Hashemi of Sierra Nevada as Co-Chairs of the Agent PSIG, joining Bobbin Teegarden as Co-Chair, Jim Odell Co-Chair Emeritus.
  – Refocusing the scope of the Agent PSIG to focus on Artificial Intelligence, started discussion of the Vision, and the new revised Mission
  – Discussed new names for the Agent PSIG, including Algent PSIG, and just plain AI PSIG, to be finalized in weekly meetings
  – The Agent PSIG will start holding weekly meetings online. If you would like to join, please send an email to agents@omg.org
Agent PSIG

• Plans for next Meeting
  – Kickoff a revitalization of the Agent PSIG, ½ day meeting
  – Present new name, Mission and Charter
  – Support AgEnt submitters, get update of progress

• The Agent PSIG now will meet weekly between TC meetings